Abstract: A Brain-Computer Interface uses measurements of scalp electric potential (electroencephalography -EEG) reflecting brain activity, to communicate with external devices. Recent developments in electronics and computer sciences have enabled applications that may help users with disabilities and also to develop new types of Human Machine Interfaces. By producing modifications in their brain potential activity, the users can perform control of different devices. In order to perform actions, this EEG signals must be processed with proper algorithms. Our approach is based on a fuzzy inference system used to produce sharp control states from noisy EEG data.
Introduction
Devices that are using brain (cortical or scalp) electric potentials which allow brain function signals to control machines (or computers) are called brain-computer interfaces (BCI). It had been shown that BCI systems using steady state visual evoked potentials have allowed healthy subjects to communicate with computers [1] .
Non-invasive, electroencephalogram (EEG)-based BCI technologies can be used to control a limb prothesis, for the use of a computer program, and for other functions such as environment control or entertainment. BCI technologies can improve the lives of people with neurological disorders and also can restore motor control by guiding activity-dependent brain plasticity [2] . A review of the advantages of BCIs which shows that they can provide even a good candidate for space applications is presented in [3] . Some BCI implementations are using sensory-motor rhythms as it is presented in [4] . The interest shown for BCI technology is motivated by the applicability for helping disabled, for gaming, and as a tool in cognitive neuroscience [5] . In [6] a model is proposed which includes a set of definitions of the typical entities encountered in a BCI, diagrams which explain the structural correlations among them and a detailed description of the timing of a trial.
In this paper we present some of our original experiments with BCI, and EEG data processing methods applied.
Considerations on EEG signals and signal processing methods used in BCI
Most of the BCI devices developed by now are based on the electric potentials of scalp known as EEG, which is noninvasive opposing to those based on cortical potentials where the electrodes are in direct contact with the cortex (electrocorticography -ECoG). A special method is using EEG signals combined with an appropriate model of volume conduction and of neuro-electrical sources (high-resolution electroencephalography) [16] .
In order to intentionally generate the electrical potentials of the brain two kinds of tasks are widely used which are also correlated with different regions of the brain: the sensory-motor (or sometimes motor imagery) tasks and those tasks which imply some kind of processing called mental or cognitive-related tasks (i.e. simple syntactic analysis of words). The sensory-motor tasks are by far mostly used because their direct implication in limb movement [17] , [4] , [18] . Examples of mental or cognitive-related task studies are given in [19] and [20] .
In sensory-motor tasks an often used method is to employ Event-related desynchronization (ERD) which is a reduction in EEG signal amplitude in a specific frequency band (8 -12 Hz) as a result of a particular event. When a subject is making a hand movement, or even just imagine it, a reduction in sensory-motor signal amplitude can be observed in certain parts of the scalp. In order to use this in a BCI application the proper components of the signal must be found. The signals measured by sensors, particularly those used in noninvasive techniques, are known to be very noisy due to a series of potentials generated by other biological or artificial sources than brain potentials. One of the major challenges of BCI devices is to filter out the unwanted components of the signals. Here both hardware and software solutions are to be applied. The other major task is to uniquely recognize a specific pattern in the useful component of the signals which is meant to trigger a specific command. The number of sensors placed in specific areas Identification of ERD using Fuzzy Inference Systems for Brain-Computer Interface 405 of the scalp can vary from 1 to 36 which are read in on different channels of the device. Each of these channels can be filtered separately to monitor a specific, larger or narrower, frequency domain.
Researchers applied a wide range of techniques to filter, preprocess and analyze signals and to produce decisions.
Statistical Approach. In [21] the researchers studied spike sorting by introducing a mathematical model consisting of three Gaussian waveforms, which appropriately represents the general shapes of action potentials. Then they searched for the best-fit waveform for each noise-corrupted spike based on the model, using peak fitting method. The performance of the proposed method was assessed with synthesized neural recordings composed by spike templates and white Gaussian noise in various signal to noise ratio environments. Gaussian process (GP) classification to binary discrimination of motor imagery EEG data is described in [22] . A robust Bayesian linear regression algorithm is presented in [23] that automatically detects relevant features and excludes irrelevant ones, all in a computationally efficient manner.
Spectral Methods. In [24] the researchers investigated spectral power changes both in intracranial ECoG recordings in epilepsy patients and in non-invasive EEG recordings optimized for detecting high gamma band (a specific frequency domain in EEG signals) activity in healthy subjects. In order to characterize the non-Gaussian information contained within the EEG signals, a new feature extraction method based on "bispectrum" is proposed in [25] and applied to the classification of right and left motor imagery.
In [26] a novel method is presented for detecting frequency-frequency coupling between the electrical output of cortical areas as measured by ECoG, electroencephalography EEG and magnetoencephalography MEG, the biphase-locking value. The method is specifically sensitive to non-linear interactions, i.e. quadratic phase coupling across frequencies. This method was employed to study signals measured from pre-motor area, in the motor cortex.
Wavelet Methods. Wavelet transforms are applied in [27] to study motor imagery tasks. In this work the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) was applied together with Student's twosample t-statistics for 2D time-scale feature extraction, where features are extracted from EEG signals recorded from subjects performing left and right motor imagery. In [28] a novel method was proposed for the feature extraction of electroencephalogram (EEG) based on wavelet packet decomposition (WPD). In [29] the assessment of wavelet transform (WT) as a feature extraction method was used in representing the electrophysiological signals.
Genetic Algorithms. Positive potentials at a latency of about 300 ms in EEG (P300) are largely used to study brain functions. This pattern is used as sign of cognitive function in decision making processes. In [30] P300 detection approach based on some features and a statistical classifier was implemented. The optimal feature set was selected using a genetic algorithm from a primary feature set including some morphological, frequency and wavelet features and was used for the classification of the data.
Artificial Neural Networks and Support Vector Machines. In [31] the authors investigated if an artificial neural network-based model for closed-loop-controlled neural prostheses could use neuromuscular activation recorded from individuals with impaired spinal cord to predict their end-point gait parameters (such as stride length and step width). This ANN-based model allows a seamless incorporation of neuromuscular activity, detected from paralyzed individuals, to adaptively predict their altered gait patterns, which can be employed to provide closed-loop feedback information for neural prostheses. Support vector machine implementations are used in [32] , [33] , [34] . The results indicate that the proposed algorithms are promising for future use of rehabilitative BCI applications in neurologically impaired patients.
Fuzzy logic. In [35] a new method is introduced, which combines information from different classic time series similarity measures, using a fuzzy fusion framework. This method is accurate and reliable in P300 detection. This framework is used to combine two computationally simple signal detection methods: "peak picking" and "template matching". Fusion takes place in the last step (decision-making step) by means of a fuzzy rule-base. In order to predict the gripping force from the EEG signals in [36] a methodology that uses subsequent signal processing methods is used: filtering, principal component analysis, and the phase-demodulation method. A fuzzy inference system is then used to predict the gripping force from the processed EEG data. Neuro-fuzzy methods are also to be considered as a highly efficient way to deal with uncertain information.
The paper [37] introduces a number of modifications to the learning algorithm of the selforganizing fuzzy neural network (SOFNN) to improve computational efficiency. An analysis of the SOFNN effectiveness when applied in an electroencephalogram (EEG)-based brain-computer interface (BCI) involving the neural-time-series-prediction-preprocessing (NTSPP) framework is also presented, where a sensitivity analysis of the SOFNN hyper-parameters was performed using EEG data recorded from three subjects during left/right-motor-imagery-based BCI experiments. The aim of this analysis was to eliminate the need to choose subject and signal specific parameters for EEG preprocessing. The results indicate that a general set of NTSPP parameters chosen provide the best results when tested in a BCI system.
A new brain-computer interface design using fuzzy ARTMAP (FA) neural network, as well as an application of the design is proposed in [38] . The objective of this BCI-FA design is to classify the best three of the five available mental tasks for each subject using spectral amplitude values of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals. The findings show that the average BCI-FA outputs gave very low error using the best triplets of mental tasks identified from the classification performances of FA. In [39] a subject-based feature extraction method using the fuzzy wavelet packet in brain-computer interfaces (BCIs) is presented. In [40] is presented a new method introduced in [34] , which combines information from different classic time series similarity measures, using a simple fuzzy fusion framework. This method is accurate and reliable in P300 (a positive event-related component occurring 300ms after stimulus onset) detection. Fusion takes place in the decision-making step by means of a fuzzy rule-base. Compared to similar works on electroencephalogram-based (EEG-based) BCI datasets, in spite of being computationally simple, this new technique's performance is comparable to very complicated methods. In [41] an analyze of electroencephalogram (EEG) signals of imaginary left and right hand movements, an application of brain-computer interface (BCI) is presented. The researchers propose here to use an adaptive neuron-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) as the classification algorithm. ANFIS has an advantage over many classification algorithms in that it provides a set of parameters and linguistic rules that can be useful in interpreting the relationship between extracted features. The continuous wavelet transform is used to extract highly representative features from selected scales.
Method and results
The 10-14 Hz frequency band of EEG signals is, among others, associated with those cortical areas that are most directly connected to the brain's normal motor output channels. Movement or preparation for movement is typically accompanied by a decrease of amplitude in this band over sensory -motor cortex. This decrease has been labeled "event-related desynchronization" or ERD [42] . Opposite to ERD, amplitude increase, or "event-related synchronization" (ERS) occurs in the post-movement period and with relaxation. Furthermore, and most relevant for BCI applications, ERD and ERS occur also with motor imagery (i.e., imagined movement) and they do not require actual movement.
In
and find a suitable algorithm to automatically detect these characteristics by using a fuzzy inference system. We consider that given the high noisiness of EEG signals a fuzzy or neurofuzzy approach would be desirable.
In our experiments subjects were asked to perform several hand movements at irregular times (with random intervals between two movements) during a session of 40 seconds. The hand movement consists of pushing a switch button. The subjects were also asked to concentrate on the action (hand movement) imagining it before. The EEG signals collected from a single electrode placed in C3 point on the scalp were registered. Electrode placement location is shown in figure 2 . The switch on-off states were also registered using a separate acquisition device which is triggered to start data acquisition at the same time as the EEG signal acquisition, so the EEG signals and the switch on -off states data covers the same time period. A total of five healthy male adults (aged 25-48) participated in this study. None of the subjects had participated in the same experiments before and the subjects had a short basic training for the task. The subjects were informed about the nature and purpose of the experiments and consented to participate. EEG signals were acquired using a BST112 8-channel amplifier from VEB MESSGERATEW-ERK ZVONIZ and for A/D conversion and transmission of data to a PC, a National Instruments NI-USB 6251 DAQ board had been used. The accuracy of the measuring system is of 1.5259µV. The Ag-AgCl electrode was placed in the C3 point on the scalp, using a conductive gel. As voltage reference, the A1 point was used (figure 2) and the ground was located on the right leg. Data were sampled at a sample rate of 1000 Hz and were transmitted through the USB port to a PC for storage and processing. The data acquisition and processing programs were written in MATLAB language.
Every subject has made 3 training sessions to accommodate with the environment and the equipment and then 4 sessions of 40 seconds each were recorded. The diagram of a sample acquisitioned signal is given in figure 3 . As it can be observed the signal is affected by low level noise resulting in a variable offset across it's whole length. This can be eliminated by using a running average filter which gives local average values which then are extracted from the original signal (sEEG1). If n is the length of the signal v (in samples) and m is the running average filter length given by the vector u, then the length of the average will be m+n-1. The running average w is given by convolution of the filter vector with the signal as it is shown in formulae 1:
where k is the index of the resulting signal w and j is the index of the filter u. In this case all values of u are equal to 1/m. In this case we used m = 200, which for a sampling rate of 1 kS/sec will not generate errors for the studied frequency band (centered on 12 Hz).
The running average values are shown in figure 4 (red). According to the convolution theorem, that convolution of signal and the digital filter's impulse response is nearly the same as multiplying their Fourier transforms. This can be used to speed up the calculations if it can be shown that the results are accurate up to an acceptable limit. After extraction of the running average the resulting signal (sEEG2), is free of low frequency noises as it can be seen in the diagram given in figure 5 .
A further enhancement of the signal can be obtained by reducing the random peaks, employing a running average filter of the same form as before, but this time keeping the resulting average values. This has the effect of smoothing the signal without modifying the studied components.
Identification of ERD using Fuzzy Inference Systems for Brain-Computer Interface 409 In order to further analyze the signal we have to switch to frequency domain analysis because time domain diagrams can no longer be enhanced. In case of frequency domain analysis of acquisitioned digital signals spectral amplitudes are computed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT -which is a variant of the Fourier transform used in numeric computing). A FFT amplitude value is given by formulae 2:
where: ω N = e (−2π·i ) N , N -number of samples; a(j) -amplitude of j-th sample in the signal. In order to obtain the required spectrum we will use only the real part of the obtained FFT amplitudes (real (A(k))) .
As we want to analyze changes in the signal the FFT algorithm should be applied not on the entire length of the signal but with a suitably sized window which is moved step by step on the whole length of the signal. In our case we used a window of size NFFT = 256. The number of partitions is NP = integer(m/NFFT). Some samples at the end of the signal will be lost but these can be only a quarter of a second which in our case is reasonable (given a 40 seconds long signal).
Representing the result we will obtain a diagram of FFT amplitudes as a function of time and frequency as it is shown in figure 7 . The results had been interpolated using a cubic spline interpolation method in order to smooth the borders between partitions. If we select a slice of this diagram at a specific moment in time we ca obtain the spectra of the signal. Such spectra are given in figures 8 (resting hand) and 9 (moving hand). If we represent a slice of the time-frequency diagram for a specific frequency we will obtain Identification of ERD using Fuzzy Inference Systems for Brain-Computer Interface 411 the variation in time of FFT amplitude at that frequency. As ERD and ERS are occurring in a frequency band of 10-14 Hz choosing a center frequency of 12 Hz the resulting diagram is shown in figure 10 (black). On this diagram we had superimposed the switch on-off states (red). We can observe that the "ON" states (which are showing the real movement of the hand) mainly corresponds to the drop of signal amplitude of the chosen frequency. This should show the occurrence of ERD. Also there can be observed a rise of the curve corresponding with time intervals when the switch is not activated (the subject is relaxed). This should show the occurrence of ERS. In case of ERD the anticipation of the real movement, the fact that the amplitude is dropping earlier than the hand movement occurs shows that it happens due to motor imagery. As it can be seen in figure 10 , and it had been observed in almost all of the studied cases, these characteristics can not be expressed with simple parameters (i.e. value of amplitude or the slope of the amplitude drop). Hence, in order to automatically detect ERD occurrence in FFT amplitude signals some fuzzy or neuro-fuzzy algorithms can be applied which may be capable of recognizing these kinds of amplitude drops. Fuzzy Logic is widely used in modelling and identification problems and in applications where data sets are obtained with a greater or smaller degree of uncertainty [43] , [44] , [45] .
In the followings we will use an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) to solve this issue. ANFIS is implemented in the Fuzzy Logic Toolbox of the MATLAB environment and uses a hybrid learning algorithm in order to identify parameters of Sugeno-type fuzzy inference systems [46] . It applies a combination of the least-squares method and the backpropagation gradient descent method for training membership function parameters to emulate the given training data set. The data sets obtained and processed, as it has been described, will be used for training and checking of the ANFIS system. After training, this system can be used to identify portions of the EEG signal which meet the ERD characteristics.
From the acquisitioned and processed data we had chosen 14 intervals which represents true ERD characteristics and which we will use to train, check and validate the fuzzy identification algorithm. In order to apply the algorithm the amplitudes must be normalized and the time intervals must be scaled so all the datasets representing ERD characteristics will have the same amplitude domain and the same number of samples. For normalization the datasets were divided with the maximum value of each dataset and for time scaling a linear interpolation algorithm had been used.
Two of the datasets were chosen as input data for training and checking. These datasets are shown in figure 11 . Another dataset had been chosen as output dataset shown in figure 12. In the training process the initial membership functions are modified to fit the training input -output dataset and in the checking process these membership functions are tuned in correspondence with the checking input-output datasets. The diagrams of the membership functions obtained after training are given in figure 13 .a. and after tuning in figure 13 .b. In order to identify if a dataset is a true ERD component or not the RMS values of difference between VO and TO can be used as a classifier. On the basis of RMS values span obtained for known true ERD components we can distinguish ERD components in real time acquired signals using simple or complex threshold techniques.
Conclusions and future works
In this work we described our experiments and the development of data processing for EEG signals, focusing on identification of ERD characteristics which can be used in brain -computer interfaces. The experiments showed that EEG signals had to be carefully acquired and processed in order to identify ERD components. Data acquisition equipment quality, careful selection of subjects and subject focus capacity are of major importance in achieving successful results. Data preparation had been done considering simple and time effective algorithms which can be used for real time processing of EEG signals.
Further studies must be made to validate the described fuzzy inference system on a larger number of datasets for both true and false ERD components in order to establish it's robustness. There is still in discussion whether to use output in the training process dataset as reference for ERD identification or to find another more appropriate reference. In a future work we will try to answer these questions.
